In this paper, we propose a game-theoretic framework for analysing competing double auction marketplaces that vie for traders and make profits by charging fees. Firstly, we analyse the equilibrium strategies for the traders' market selection decision for given market fees using evolutionary game theory. Using this approach, we investigate how traders dynamically change their strategies, and thus, which equilibrium, if any, can be reached. In so doing, we show that, when the same type of fees are charged by two marketplaces, it is unlikely that competing marketplaces will continue to co-exist when traders converge to their equilibrium market selection strategies. Eventually, all the traders will congregate in one marketplace. However, when different types of fees are allowed (registration fees and profit fees), competing marketplaces are more likely to co-exist in equilibrium. We also find that sometimes all the traders eventually migrate to the marketplace that charges higher fees. We then further analyse this phenomenon, and specifically analyse how bidding strategies and random exploration of traders affects this migration respectively. Secondly, we analyse the equilibrium strategies of the marketplaces when they have the ability to vary their fees in response to changes in the traders' market selection strategies. In this case, we consider the competition of the marketplaces as a two-stage game, where the traders' market selection strategies are conditional on the market fees. In particular, we use a co-evolutionary approach to analyse how competing marketplaces dynamically set fees while taking into account the dynamics of the traders' market selection strategies. In so doing, we find that two identical marketplaces undercut each other, and they will eventually charge the minimal fee as we set Auton Agent Multi-Agent Syst (2013) 26:245-287 that guarantees positive market profits for them. Furthermore, we extend the co-evolutionary analysis of the marketplaces' fee strategies to more general cases. Specifically, we analyse how an initially disadvantaged marketplace with an adaptive fee strategy can outperform an initially advantaged one with a fixed fee strategy, or even one with an adaptive fee strategy, and how competing marketplaces evolve their fee strategies when different types of fees are allowed.
that guarantees positive market profits for them. Furthermore, we extend the co-evolutionary
In this context, a number of theoretical models have been proposed to analyse competing two-sided marketplaces (see Sect. 2 for details). However, most of this work only considers the positive network effect [11, 20] , whereby, buyers(sellers) prefer marketplaces which have a larger number of sellers(buyers) since this gives the buyers(sellers) access to more choices. Such an effect will always push all traders towards concentrating into a single marketplace. However, these works usually ignore the internal competition between traders on the same side (i.e. between buyers and between sellers). In practice, traders on one side will typically compete with each other in order to be matched with traders on the other side. 1 This is also called a negative network effect [11, 20] where traders prefer marketplaces with fewer other traders on the same side. In our setting we consider double auction marketplaces to match traders to trade goods and set transaction prices (which are affected by demand and supply), and thereby consider both positive and negative network effects. This negative network effect is important because it encourages traders to distribute across different marketplaces, thereby making it more likely for several competing marketplaces to co-exist in the long term. Moreover, most of the existing work on competing two-sided marketplaces assumes that all traders are homogeneous (i.e. have the same preferences), and the marketplaces have complete information about the preferences (also called the types) of traders. In real-world auction marketplaces, however, traders usually have heterogeneous preferences which are privately known. In this case, the traders, in choosing their marketplaces, not only care about the number of other traders, but also their types. Furthermore, in the real world, competing marketplaces may charge different types of fees to make profits, which may have different effects on traders' market selection. Specifically, there exist two types of fees which are usually charged by real-world marketplaces: ex ante fees, which are charged to traders when they enter the marketplace, and ex post fees, which are charged to traders after they make transactions. In our work, we will consider all these factors, and in doing so, are the first to comprehensively analyse competing double auction marketplaces from a theoretical perspective. 2 In more detail, in this paper, we assume that there are heterogeneous traders with privately known preferences, and consider registration and profit fees as typical examples of ex ante and ex post fees respectively. Based on these assumptions, we theoretically analyse the market selection strategies for traders and the fee strategies for marketplaces. Intuitively, we can see that how a trader selects a marketplace depends on other traders' decisions as well as the marketplaces' fees, and that how a competing marketplace sets its fees depends on traders' market selection decisions and other marketplaces' fees. Thus game theory [13] , which mathematically studies such strategic interactions between self-interested agents (where an individual's success in making choices depends on the choices of others), is appropriate to be used for analysing our system. However, due to the high complexity of this game with multiple traders and marketplaces and with incomplete information about traders' types, it is infeasible to use traditional game theory to analytically derive the equilibrium strategies. Therefore, in this paper, we adopt evolutionary game theory (EGT) to analyse the equilibrium strategies for traders and marketplaces. This approach was originated by John Maynard-Smith, who applied game theory to biology [22] . It offers a way to compute the equilibrium strategies for players, and has been widely used to analyse complicated games (e.g. [28, 29, 38] ). Specifically, in this paper, we will use replicator dynamics, which are used in EGT to control the learning process, to computationally determine the equilibrium strategies. Furthermore, in order to allow for a tractable analysis for this complicated game, we limit the number of trader types (to two). This canonical setting is common in theoretical work in this broad area and allows us to distill the key insights and patterns of behaviour which can then be extended by others.
This paper advances the state-of-the-art in the following ways. Firstly, after proposing a game-theoretic framework, we use evolutionary game theory to compute the Nash equilibrium (the most common solution concept in game theory) market selection strategies for traders given different market fees. We analyse how traders dynamically change their market selection strategies and which of the equilibria can be reached. In doing so, we also investigate whether competing marketplaces can co-exist, and the competition can be maintained, or whether the marketplaces collapse to a monopoly setting where all traders move to one marketplace. This is important since competition drives efficiency and offers more and better choices to traders. We show that, based on the assumptions of our framework, when the same type of fees are charged, it is unlikely that multiple competing marketplaces will co-exist despite the negative network effect; all traders will simply converge to one of the marketplaces in equilibrium. However, when different types of fees are allowed, competing marketplaces can co-exist. Furthermore, we find that all traders may converge to the marketplace that charges higher fees when the marketplace initially has a larger market share. This means that the marketplace can maintain both a high number of traders and high profits. We then analyse this interesting phenomenon in more detail. Specifically, we analyse in what situations traders select the marketplace that charges higher fees and how this selection is affected by traders' bidding behaviour and random exploration. After having established the traders' equilibrium strategies, we proceed to analyse how marketplaces should set their fees to make profits in equilibrium by taking into account the influence of traders' strategies on marketplaces' fee strategies. This is modeled as a two-stage game where, in the first stage, competing marketplaces set their fees and, in the second stage, traders select a marketplace conditional on these fees. We can see that the traders' market selection strategies and the marketplaces' fee strategies are closely intertwined. Thus we use a co-evolutionary approach to analyse this game. We first consider that competing marketplaces charge the same type of fees. Specifically, we find that two initially identical competing marketplaces will eventually charge the minimal fee that guarantees positive market profits for them. Furthermore, we show that an initially disadvantaged marketplace with an adaptive fee strategy can beat the initially advantaged one with a fixed fee strategy. We also find that, by dynamically evolving the fee strategy, it is possible for the marketplace that is initially at a disadvantage to outperform its opponent, even when the opponent is also able to evolve its fee strategy. We then extend the analysis to the case where different types of fees are allowed. We find that one marketplace eventually attracts all traders and then charges a very high fee.
The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss related work. In Sect. 3, we describe the game-theoretic framework. In Sect. 4, we analyse the traders' equilibrium strategies for market selection for given (fixed) market fees. In Sect. 5, we use a co-evolutionary approach to analyse equilibrium fee strategies of competing marketplaces. Finally, we conclude in Sect. 6.
Related work
As mentioned in the introduction, many theoretical models analysing competing two-sided marketplaces only consider the positive network effect, where buyers will prefer marketplaces with more sellers and vice versa for sellers. This gives rise to a "chicken and egg" problem which lies at the core of two-sided marketplaces: to attract buyers (one side), a marketplace should have a large base of the registered sellers (the other side), but these will be willing to register only if they expect many buyers to show up. One of the most important works on this problem is from [6] , who analysed the competition between two marketplaces. In their work, they assume that traders are homogeneous and the market selection only depends on the number of traders of the other side. For this setting, they analyse a "divide-and-conquer" strategy of subsidizing one side of the traders (by charging negative registration fees) while recovering loss (by charging positive transaction fees) from the other side. They show that, when traders can only enter one marketplace at a time, by adopting the "divide-and-conquer" strategy, in equilibrium, one marketplace will attract all traders, but it has to give up all profit. Another work in this vein is by [9] , in which traders select marketplaces only according to the quality characteristics (type) of the other side of traders, instead of the number of traders, and thus they do not consider network effects. Recent work by [21] analyses under what conditions two competing marketplaces can co-exist. They point out that strong marketplace differentiation or weak positive network effect can make competing marketplaces co-exist. This is consistent with our analysis, where we find that, when competing marketplaces differentiate from one another by charging different types of fees, they may co-exist in equilibrium.
Although the above work is related, none of these papers specifically consider double auction marketplaces to match traders. This changes the problem because, in the competition of double auction marketplaces, the market selection strategy of the traders not only depends on the number of traders choosing the marketplaces, but also on their own types and those of other traders choosing the marketplaces. Furthermore, in addition to the positive network effect, there also exist negative network effects. Competition between two double auction marketplaces is considered by [10] . They show that, in some cases, the negative network effect has a larger impact than the positive network effect, and traders will not migrate from this state, which means that two competing marketplaces can co-exist in equilibrium. This model is similar to ours since we also consider heterogeneous traders and both positive and negative size effects. However, [10] make the simplifying assumption that traders choose a marketplace before learning their own types, and thus the market selection strategy is independent of a trader's type. Therefore, unlike in our model, using their model, they show that similar marketplaces can co-exist in equilibrium. In contrast, we find that traders will converge to one marketplace except for the case where there is strong market differentiation (i.e. where competing marketplaces charge different types of fees).
The other strand of work that explores this area is primarily related to the Market Design Competition (CAT), which was first introduced as part of the Trading Agent Competition (TAC) in 2007 [14] . This competition considers a complicated setting for competing double auction marketplaces. In more detail, in this competition, entrants need to design effective market policies and set appropriate fees to attract traders and make profits. There are a large number of traders, which have privately known types and can move freely between different marketplaces to choose the one that they think will be most profitable. Intuitively, we can imagine that traders' migration will significantly determine the final competition results. For this setting, [24] provide an experimental analysis of traders' market selection strategies. They show that, when traders are able to explore to search for the most profitable marketplace, they exhibit a strong tendency to converge to the marketplaces charging low fees. They also show that the migration of traders is affected by different exploration algorithms. Then, based on this work, [5] ran experiments to analyse the impact of multiple marketplaces on the allocative efficiency. 3 They show that dividing traders over multiple marketplaces leads to a loss of allocative efficiency, and the loss is reduced when traders are allowed to choose the most profitable marketplace. In addition, a number of entrants have described their specific design of the competing double auction marketplaces for recent years' CAT competition [19, 26, 35, 39] . All of these works make important contributions on the research of competing double auction marketplaces, where they undertake empirical analysis in the complex setting for the competing double auction marketplaces. In contrast, we consider a reduced form for this setting to start the theoretical analysis. In [34] , a simple game-theoretic model is proposed to analyse market selection in the CAT context. However, it assumes a game with complete information about the traders' types, in contrast to reality, where traders' types are usually privately known. Finally, in our previous work [31] , we have carried out a preliminary analysis on how traders bid and select a marketplace in the context of multiple competing marketplaces and continuous trader types. However, in this work, we did not consider how competing marketplaces set fees to make profits while still maintaining traders.
Another important line of work considering competition between marketplaces is due to [3, 23] and [15] , who consider single-sided competition. In particular, they consider competition between sellers who offer similar goods to buyers and can set their own reserve prices to attract buyers in multiple single-sided auctions. The work of [23] is based on strong assumptions (e.g. it assumes that any individual seller has no significant impact on buyers' profits), which are only reasonable in the case of infinitely many players. Then [3] relax some of these assumptions and show that there always exists an equilibrium for the sellers, but this cannot be a symmetric one in pure strategies. Furthermore, [15] show that pure Nash equilibria for the asymmetric seller setting exist. They also extend the above analysis by considering how market fees affect sellers' strategies. However, this model only considers the case with one seller in each marketplace, i.e. single-sided marketplaces. Our setting considering double auction marketplaces with multiple buyers and multiple sellers, is much more complex and the results for the single-sided analysis cannot readily be transferred over.
Furthermore, in addition to the analysis of traders' market selection strategies in the competing marketplace environment, there also exist works regarding bidding strategies across multiple marketplace (e.g. [1, 4, 18] ). However, these works focus on the traders' bidding behaviour across multiple single-sided auctions (such as English Auction, Dutch Auction, etc), and thus cannot be adopted for our double auction setting. In our work, at this stage, we assume that traders adopt a simple bidding strategy (the ray bidding strategy, see Selten and Buchta 1998; [40] ), although future work is needed to consider the impact of more complex strategies.
The above theoretical works mainly adopt traditional game theory to analyse competing marketplaces. In addition to this, a number of researchers have used evolutionary game theory (EGT) to analyse traders' strategies and market policies (e.g. [28, 29, 38] ). However, their analysis is restricted to isolated double auction marketplaces without considering competition between them. In this paper, we use, for the first time, EGT to analyse traders' market selection strategies as well as the marketplaces' fee strategies in the context of multiple competing marketplaces. This setting is more involved mainly for two reasons. First, we assume incomplete information about traders' types. Second, we model the market as a two-stage game, where in the first stage the marketplaces set their fees, and in the second stage traders choose marketplace conditional on these fees. Although some simple multi-stage games, such as the two-stage ultimatum game [2] , have been analysed using EGT, our setting, which considers a game with heterogeneous players and incomplete information, is considerably more complex.
A game-theoretic framework for competing marketplaces
In this section, we introduce the game-theoretic framework which forms the basis of our analysis. In our system, we assume that traders can only choose a single marketplace at a time (called single-homing). We choose this setting because such a trading mechanism results in a highly competitive environment (where marketplaces have to compete fiercely with each other to attract traders) compared to a multi-home trading setting where traders can participate in multiple marketplaces at a time, and we are interested in analysing how both traders and marketplaces behave strategically in such an environment. A trading round in our setting proceeds as follows. First, all marketplaces simultaneously publish their fees. Second, based on observed fees, each trader selects a marketplace according to its market selection strategy. Third, traders submit their offers according to their bidding strategies (in the following, we refer to the offers of buyers as bids and the offers of sellers as asks). Finally, after all traders have submitted their offers, the marketplace matches buyers and sellers and then executes transactions. 4 In the following, we start by introducing the basic notation of our framework. Then we introduce the notions of marketplaces' fee strategies and traders' market selection strategies respectively. Finally, we provide the definition of equilibrium strategies in the context of our system.
Buyers and sellers
We consider a set of buyers, B = {1, 2, . . . B}, and a set of sellers, S = {1, 2, . . . S}. Each buyer is interested in purchasing one item, and each seller has one item for sale. All items are identical. Each buyer and seller has a type, which is denoted as θ b ∈ Θ B and θ s ∈ Θ S respectively, where Θ B is the set of buyer types and Θ S is the set of seller types. We assume these sets to be finite. The type of a buyer denotes its limit price, i.e. the highest price it is willing to buy the item for, and the type of a seller denotes its cost price, i.e. the lowest price it is willing to sell the item for. We assume that types of all buyers are independently drawn according to the same probability mass function f b over the finite set of buyer types Θ B , and the types of all sellers are independently drawn according to the same probability mass function f s over the finite set of seller types Θ S . In our framework, the set of types Θ B and Θ S , and the probability mass functions f b and f s are assumed to be common knowledge. However, the type of each specific trader is not known to the other traders or the marketplaces. In addition, we assume that there is a set of competing marketplaces M = {1, 2, . . . M}, that offer places for trade and provide a centralised matching service between the buyers and sellers.
Marketplaces and fees
Since we consider marketplaces to be commercial enterprises that seek to make a profit, we assume that they charge fees for their service as match makers. To this end, we define a fee structure of a marketplace m to be the tuple p m = (r m , q m ) ∈ P, r m ≥ 0 and q m ∈ [0, 1], where r m is a fixed registration fee charged to a trader when it enters the marketplace, and q m is the so-called profit fee. The latter is a percentage charged on the trader's observed profit, which is defined as the difference between the trader's offer and the transaction price. Furthermore, P is a finite set of all allowable fee structures. Then the fee structures of all competing marketplaces constitute a fee systemP = p 1 , p 2 , . . . p M ∈ P M , where P M is a finite set of all allowable fee systems. Now we describe how a marketplace will set its fee structure. In this work, we consider a mixed fee strategy, where each fee structure is selected with some probability. A pure strategy can be regarded as a degenerate case of a mixed strategy, where the particular pure strategy is selected with probability 1 and every other strategy with probability 0. Now, a mixed fee strategy of the marketplace m is defined as Finally, we use a discriminatory k-pricing policy to determine the transaction price of a matched buyer and seller, which is common in double auction marketplaces. Specifically, the transaction price of a successful interaction in marketplace m is determined by a parameter k m ∈ [0, 1], which sets the transaction price of a matched buyer and seller at the point determined by k m in the interval between their offers. The pricing parameters of all marketplaces constitute the pricing systemK = k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k M . 5 
Traders' market selection strategies
After describing the fee strategies of the marketplaces, we now introduce the traders' market selection strategies. We assume that each trader has a mixed market selection strategy, whereby each marketplace is selected with some probability. As we mentioned previously, after all marketplaces publish their fees, traders select a marketplace. Therefore, traders' market selection strategies are conditional on the fee system. Specifically, a mixed market selection strategy of buyer i is defined as a function
is the probability that buyer i with type θ b chooses no marketplace. This happens when buyer i finds it has a negative expected profit in each marketplace. We useω
to represent the strategy profile of all buyers in the fee systemP. In addition, we use ω b −i (·,P) to represent the strategy profile of all buyers except i. 
3.4 Definition of equilibrium strategies for selecting a marketplace and setting fees
Before we can analyse how traders select marketplaces and how competing marketplaces set fees (which we discuss in Sects. 4 and 5, respectively), we first need to specify the expected utility functions for traders and marketplaces, and define an appropriate solution concept in the context of competing marketplaces.
To this end, we first describe a buyer's expected utility equation for a given fee systemP. A seller's expected utility can be given analogously. Given a buyers' strategy profileω b (P) and a sellers' strategy profileω s (P) in the fee systemP, the expected utility of a buyer i with type θ b in the fee systemP is defined by:
Furthermore, marketplace m's expected utility given a fee strategy profileμ and traders' market selection strategy profilesω b (·) andω s (·), is as follows:
is marketplace m's expected utility when its fee structure is p m , which is given by:
whereŨ m (P,ω b (P),ω s (P)) is marketplace m's expected utility in the fee systemP. Note that both the buyer's expected utility in marketplace m,
, and marketplace m's expected utility,Ũ m (P,ω b (P),ω s (P)), depend on the specific bidding strategies adopted by traders and matching policy adopted by marketplace m. We will detail them in Sects. 4.1 and 5.2 respectively where we consider a particular market setting.
After providing general forms for the traders and the marketplaces' expected utilities, now we are ready to define the equilibrium strategies of traders and marketplaces in our system. Since we consider a game with incomplete information about traders' types, the Bayes-Nash equilibrium (BNE) solution concept, in which each player's strategy maximises its expected utility given other players' strategies, is the most appropriate to define this equilibrium behaviour. Here, we define equilibrium strategies of both traders and marketplaces as a whole, since in our system, traders' market selection strategies and marketplaces' fee strategies affect each other. Formally, the mixed Bayes-Nash equilibrium in our setting is defined as:
Definition Given pricing systemK , a fee strategy profileμ * and market selection strategy profilesω b * (·) andω s * (·) constitute a mixed Bayes-Nash equilibrium, if
i.e. each buyer's strategy is a best response to other traders' strategies for each possible fee system,
i.e. each seller's strategy is a best response to other traders' strategies for each possible fee system,
e. each marketplace's fee strategy is a best response to other marketplaces' fee strategies, where T is the set of all possible (mixed) market selection strategies and M is the set of all possible (mixed) fee strategies.
Given the equilibrium definition, in what follows, we will analyse both the traders' equilibrium market selection strategies (in Sect. 4) and the marketplaces' equilibrium fee strategies (in Sect. 5).
Equilibrium analysis of the market selection strategies
Based on the general framework for analysing competing double auction marketplaces, we now use evolutionary game theory to analyse the traders' equilibrium strategies of market selection for a given fee systemP = p 1 , . . . , p M (i.e. each marketplace m ∈ M sets the fee structure p m with 100% probability (μ m ( p m ) = 1)). Before doing this, however, we first need to specify the bidding strategies adopted by traders and the matching policies adopted by the marketplaces. Since the bidding strategy in double auctions is a research area in its own right (well-known strategies include AA- [38] , GD- [16] , and ZIP- [8] ), and here our focus is on the market selection strategies, we consider a simple bidding strategy for traders. Specifically, we assume that traders use a ray bidding strategy [36] . 6 Although towards the simple end of the spectrum, this strategy has the property that traders can shade their offers, which means that buyers submit bids less than their types and sellers submit asks higher than their types (in doing so, traders hide their actual types and have the potential to obtain more revenue in the trade). Furthermore, this strategy has a good form of mathematical representation, and thus can be easily incorporated into our mathematical framework. More complex 6 The original ray bidding strategy is designed for buyers in single-sided auctions. Specifically, in this bidding strategy, buyers will submit bids as fractions of their types. For example, for the buyer with type θ b , it will submit a bid η b (θ b ) = a × θ b , where a satisfying 0 ≤ a ≤ 1 is the bid factor for buyers, which indicates what factions of values buyers will bid (and also indicates the degree of buyers shading their bids), and therefore
However, when traders adopt the ray bidding strategy in double auctions, we should note that when buyers submit bids lower than the lowest seller types (or sellers submit asks higher than the highest buyer types), they never make transactions. Therefore, in double auctions, we need to adapt the ray bidding strategy to ensure that traders' offers are within in an appropriate range, in order to guarantee potential transactions. See Eqs. 4 and 5 for the details. strategies are unsuitable since they are hard to be represented in a mathematical way because they typically rely on ad hoc heuristics and parameter tuning. In more detail, in our system, we assume that the highest and the lowest allowed offer for all traders isĀ and A respectively. Then we use a b (0 ≤ a b ≤ 1) to denote the bid factor for buyers, which indicates the degree of buyers shading their offers. Now for a buyer with type θ b , it will shade (1−a b )×(θ b − A), which is from 0 to θ b − A. Therefore, it will submit a bid
From this, we can see that, when a b = 1, buyers bid truthfully, and when a b = 0, buyers shade at the maximum degree. Similarly, we use a s (0 ≤ a s ≤ 1) to indicate the degree of sellers shading their asks. Then a seller with type θ s will submit an ask:
Similarly, when a s = 1, sellers will ask truthfully, and when a s = 0, sellers will shade at the maximum degree. Note that although bidding strategies are known by traders, they will not know what exact offers other traders will submit since they do not know the exact types of their counterparts. For the matching policy, we consider the commonly used equilibrium matching since this aims to maximise traders' profits and thus maximises the allocative efficiency for the marketplace. In detail, this policy will match the buyer with the vth highest bid with the seller with the vth lowest ask if the seller's ask is not greater than the buyer's bid. Given the specific bidding strategy and matching policy, in the following, we will derive traders' expected utilities in this setting, and then analyse traders' equilibrium strategies of market selection for different fee systems. We are interested in calculating the symmetric Bayes-Nash equilibria (BNEs), as is common in game theory for settings with incomplete information, and so we can assume that (in equilibrium) traders with the same type will employ the same strategy. Thus in the following equations, we omit the indexes i and j when referring to specific buyers and sellers.
A trader's expected utility
Before analysing the equilibrium strategies of traders, we first need to calculate their expected utilities, given the ray bidding strategy and equilibrium matching policy. In what follows, we derive the expected utility of a buyer with type θ b in the fee systemP when it adopts the ray bidding strategy given the market selection strategy profiles of buyers and sellers,ω b (P) and ω s (P). The seller's expected utility is calculated analogously. According to Eq. 1, we need to calculate the trader's expected utility in each marketplace m. Intuitively, the trader's expected utility in marketplace m not only depends on its own type and bid, but also on other bids and asks appearing in this marketplace. Therefore, we should know the bid and ask distributions for buyers and sellers respectively. Given the ray bidding strategy and the finite set of trader types, we can derive the set of allowable offers for traders. Specifically, we denote the set of allowable bids as
, and denote the set of allowable asks as
Now, given buyers' type distribution function f b , market selection strategy profileω b (P), we can derive the bid distribution of buyers. For example, the probability of the bid
submitted by a buyer in marketplace m is:
Note that this is also the probability that the buyer has type θ b and chooses marketplace m. The probability of the ask d s submitted by a seller in marketplace m is:
Note that the bid and ask distributions are also conditional on the fee system since market selection strategies are conditional on this. Given the bid and ask distributions, we now derive the buyer's expected utility in the following. First, we introduce four support functions. For buyers, we have:
which denotes the probability that a buyer's bid is strictly higher than d in marketplace m;
which denotes the probability that a buyer's bid is equal to d in marketplace m; and then
is the probability that the buyer's bid is strictly less than d in marketplace m or the buyer does not choose marketplace m. Similarly, for sellers, we have:
which denotes the probability that a seller's ask is strictly less than d in marketplace m;
which denotes the probability that a seller's ask is equal to d in marketplace m; and then
is the probability that the seller's ask is strictly higher than d in marketplace m or the seller does not choose marketplace m.
Now we begin to derive the buyer's expected utility in marketplace m with bid
Since we consider equilibrium matching policy to match traders, we need to know the position of the buyer's bid among all bids in marketplace m, which depends on other buyers' bids. Specifically, we use
to calculate the probability that in marketplace m, there are exactly x buyers' bids strictly higher than d b , exactly y buyers' bids tying with d b (excluding the buyer for which we are calculating the expected utility), and exactly B − 1 − x − y buyers' bids strictly less than d b or not choosing marketplace m. In this situation, the buyer's position in marketplace m, v, can be anywhere between x + 1 and x + y + 1. We use a tie-breaking rule where each of these possible positions occurs with equal probability 1/(y + 1). We denote the buyer's expected utility given its position
. Now the expected utility of the buyer in marketplace m is given by:
where r m is the registration fee charged to the buyer when it enters the marketplace m. We now calculate the buyer's expected utility when its bid is v-th highest among all bids in marketplace m, which is given by:
whereŨ
is the buyer's expected utility when it attempts to be matched with the ask d s , which is given by:
where
is the probability that there are exactly r asks strictly less than d s and exactly t asks equal to d s (including the ask itself). Note that t should be at least equal to v − r in Eq. 15, and thus
actually gives the overall probability that the bid d b is matched with
is the buyer's expected utility when it is matched with the ask d s . This is given by:
is the transaction price, and d b − TP is the buyer's observed profit, and q m is the profit fee charged to traders. The above equation gives the expected utility of the buyer in a particular marketplace. Therefore, a buyer's expected utility over all marketplaces in the fee systemP is:
After deriving traders' expected utilities, in the next section, we will use EGT to analyse the equilibrium market selection strategies of traders.
An evolutionary analysis of market selection strategies
We now use the equations from the previous section together with EGT to analyse the traders' equilibrium market selection strategies for a given fee systemP = p 1 , . . . , p M . Specifically, we will use replicator dynamics to computationally determine the equilibrium strategies. Replicator dynamics is used in evolutionary game theory (EGT) to control the learning process, in which players gradually adjust their strategies over time in response to the repeated observation of their opponents' strategies. In the following section, we will describe the replicator dynamics equations, which capture the dynamics of how traders evolving to equilibrium market selection strategies, and then give the evolutionary analysis in detail. Before doing these, we first detail the assumptions used in our analysis.
Firstly, since we focus on market selection strategies, we assume that traders adopt a fixed bid factor for the ray bidding strategy during the analysis. 8 Furthermore, we assume that there are only two types of buyers and two types of sellers: 9 
Furthermore, in this paper, we assume that rich buyers and rich sellers have the same evolutionary behaviour and poor buyers and poor sellers have the same evolutionary behaviour. 10 Therefore, during the evolutionary process, rich(poor) buyers should have the same expected utility as rich(poor) sellers. In order to reasonably make this assumption, rich(poor) buyers and rich(poor) sellers should be treated equally by marketplaces. Thus we assume pricing parameter k m = 0.5, i.e. the transaction price is set in the middle of offers of the matched buyers and sellers, which means that the marketplaces have no bias in favor of buyers or sellers when allocating trading profits. Furthermore, we should assume that the profits of buyers and sellers are symmetric and therefore, as an example, we let θ b 1 = 4, θ b 2 = 6, θ s 1 = 0 and θ s 2 = 2, and all traders adopt the same bid factor in the ray bidding strategy. Furthermore, in our system, we assume that the highest allowed offer is 6 (i.e.Ā = 6) and the lowest allowed offer is 0 (i.e. A = 0). In addition, we assume that there are equal numbers of buyers and sellers. Specifically, we assume that there are 5 buyers and 5 sellers. 11 
Replicator dynamics
The replicator dynamics equations specify the dynamic adjustment of the probability with which pure strategy should be played (for example, in [29] , replicator dynamics are used to show how traders bid in a double auction marketplace). Since we assume that rich buyers and rich sellers have the same learning behaviour, and poor buyers and poor sellers have the same learning behaviour, in this work, we have 2 populations (i.e. rich traders and poor traders). We first introduce the 2-population replicator dynamics equations which show the dynamic changes of traders' market selection strategies with respect to time t. Note that here a time step corresponds to an evolutionary step.
As an example,ω b (θ b 1 , m,P) describes how the poor buyer with type θ b 1 changes its probability of choosing marketplace m in the fee systemP. Here,
is the poor buyer's expected utility when it chooses marketplace m, and
is the poor buyer's overall expected utility (see Sect. 4.1). In order to get the dynamics of the strategies, we need to calculate trajectories, which indicate how the mixed strategies evolve. In more detail, initially, a mixed strategy is chosen as a starting point (in our results, we experiment with a large number of such points). The dynamics are then calculated according to the above replicator equations. According to the dynamic changes of traders' strategies, their current mixed strategies can be calculated. Such calculations are repeated untilω b (·) becomes zero, at which point the equilibrium for the replicator dynamics is reached (which is also called the rest point for the replicator dynamics). If the equilibrium for the replicator dynamics is asymptotically stable, then this equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium. 12 When considering traders evolving from all possible starting points, we get several regions. The region from which all trajectories converge to a particular equilibrium is called the basin of attraction of this equilibrium. The basin is very useful since, given the assumption that each starting point is selected by traders with an equal probability, its size can be used as an indicator of the probability of traders converging to that equilibrium [37] .
Experimental results
After providing replicator dynamics equations, we now analyse the equilibrium market selection strategies for traders. We first consider 2 competing marketplaces, and in Sect. 4.2.4, we will extend the analysis to more marketplaces. Note that, in our framework, traders' market selection strategies are conditional on the fee system and we consider both registration and profit fees. Therefore, in the following, we analyse the equilibrium market selection strategies in different cases where marketplaces charge each possible type of fee.
Both marketplaces only charging profit fees:
We first analyse the equilibrium market selection strategies when both marketplaces only charge profit fees. In this case, traders will always choose one of the marketplaces since traders have non-negative profits when participating. As an illustrative example, we assume that marketplace 1 charges 20% profit fee and marketplace 2 charges 30% profit fee. For the bid factor of traders' ray bidding strategies, we first assume that a b = a s = 1, i.e. traders bid truthfully. Then the dynamic results for different starting points are shown in Fig. 1a , where the x-axis is the rich buyer(seller)'s probability of choosing market 1, and the y-axis is the poor buyer(seller)'s probability of choosing marketplace 1. We find that all traders either converge to BNE 1 (i.e. marketplace 1) or BNE 2 (i.e. marketplace 2) depending on the initial conditions. The figure also shows that the basin of attraction to BNE 1 is bigger. This means that, (assuming each starting point has an equal probability) since marketplace 1a , we can see that traders have a slightly higher probability of choosing marketplace 2 when traders can shade their offers than when traders bid truthfully. This is because, when traders shade their offers, their absolute payments incurred by profit fees are reduced since the observed profits are reduced, and therefore traders are less sensitive to the difference of the two marketplaces' profit fees. Therefore, in Fig. 1b , traders only have a slightly higher probability of choosing marketplace 1 than that of choosing marketplace 2. From Fig. 1a and b, we can furthermore see that two competing marketplaces never co-exist in equilibrium. Similar results are obtained with different combinations of profits fees charged by marketplaces (see the experimental results in Figs. 16 and 17 in Appendix A, in which we use the different gray levels to indicate the probability of traders choosing each marketplace in equilibrium). This shows that, in our framework, the positive network effect (where traders prefer marketplaces with a larger number of traders on the other side) has a larger impact than the negative network effect (where traders prefer marketplaces with fewer other traders on the same side), which will cause traders to converge to one marketplace in equilibrium.
Both marketplaces only charging registration fees:
We now extend the above analysis to the case where both competing marketplaces only charge registration fees. In this case, we should note that traders may not choose any marketplaces since their expected profits may be negative. Therefore, now there are three pure market selection strategies for traders, i.e. choosing marketplace 1, choosing marketplace 2, and choosing no marketplace. As a result, we cannot show the evolutionary results from all starting points in a 2-dimension graph, and instead, in the following, in this section we show the evolutionary process from a single starting point as an example. However, in Appendix A, we indeed show the results from other starting points and other possible registration fees. We first assume that traders bid truthfully, i.e. a b = a s = 1. Figure 2a shows the evolutionary process when marketplace 1 charges a 0.5 registration fee, and marketplace 2 charges a 0.8 registration fee. Recall that time corresponds to evolutionary steps. From this we can see that all traders converge to marketplace 1, which is the cheaper one. However, when marketplace 1 charges a 1.5 registration fee, and marketplace 2 charges a 1.8 registration fee, from Fig. 2b , we can see that rich traders will converge to marketplace 1, and poor traders will not choose any marketplace because high registration fees cause negative profits for them. We find similar results when running experiments from other starting points and different combinations of registration fees. That is, traders always choose either the same marketplace or no marketplace, and never distribute in two competing marketplaces. These results for different settings are shown in Figs. 18 and 19 in Appendix A. Furthermore, we run experiments by considering that traders shade their offers. We find that the bid factors do not affect the traders' market selection strategies significantly since the absolute payments incurred from registration fees are not affected by shading. Therefore, the conclusions are similar to the case where traders bid truthfully.
Marketplace 1 charging a profit fee and marketplace 2 charging a registration fee:
In reality, it also happens that different marketplaces charge different types of fees. We now analyse traders' equilibrium market selection strategies in this situation. Specifically, we assume that marketplace 1 charges a profit fee, and marketplace 2 charges a registration fee. In this situation, traders will always choose one of the marketplaces (since at least marketplace 2 can guarantee non-negative profits for them). We find that for some fee systems, 13 when evolving from some starting points, traders may converge to different marketplaces in equilibrium. As an illustrative example, we assume that marketplace 1 charges 70% profit fee and marketplace 2 charges 0.8 registration fee, and traders bid truthfully. The results are shown in Fig. 3a . We find that, in this case, in addition to BNE 1 and BNE 2, there exists a third equilibrium (BNE 3), where rich traders converge to marketplace 1 which charges a registration fee, and poor traders converge to marketplace 2 which charges a profit fee. At this moment, two competing marketplaces co-exist. In contrast to [10] , where co-existence of competing marketplaces is caused by negative network effects, here the co-existence is caused by the strong differentiation of competing marketplaces by setting different types of fees. In more detail, rich traders prefer the marketplace charging a lump sum fee since this fee is smaller than the absolute payment incurred from charging profit fees on a large observed (a) (b) Fig. 2 Evolutionary process of market selection strategies when both competing marketplaces charge registration fees, and initially rich traders choose marketplace 1, 2 and no marketplace with probability 0.48, 0.46 and 0.06, respectively, and poor traders choose marketplace 1, 2 and no marketplace with probability 0.46, 0.48 and 0.06, respectively. Traders bid truthfully, i.e. a b = a s = 1. a Marketplace 1 charges a 0.5 registration fee, and marketplace 2 charges a 0.8 registration fee. b Marketplace 1 charges a 1.5 registration fee, and marketplace 2 charges a 1.8 registration fee profit. However, poor traders prefer the marketplace which charges a profit fee, since this can guarantee non-negative profits for them, and a high registration fee may lead to negative profits. 14 Similarly, the same phenomenon is observed when traders shade their offers. As an example, Fig. 3b shows the evolutionary results when a b = a s = 0.8. We can see that when evolving from some starting points, rich traders will converge to marketplace 2 charging a registration fee, and poor traders will converge to marketplace 1 charging a profit fee, i.e. two competing marketplaces can co-exist. However, since traders can shade offers, and thus the payments incurred by profit fees are reduced, comparing Fig. 3a with Fig. 3b , we can see that traders have a higher probability of choosing the marketplace charging a profit fee Footnote 14 continued for rich traders in marketplace 1 is 1.17, which is higher than that in marketplace 2, which is 0.8. Therefore, rich traders prefer marketplace 2. In contrast, the expected payment of poor traders in marketplace 1 is 0.45, which is smaller than that in marketplace 2, which is 0.8. Then poor traders prefer marketplace 1. In all of these cases, we still find the same conclusions, where different types of traders may converge to different marketplaces in equilibrium, and when traders shade, they prefer to choose marketplace 1 charging a profit fee.
Both marketplaces charging combinations of registration and profit fees:
We now extend the above analysis to the more general case that both competing marketplaces can charge a combination of registration and profit fees. In this case, we find that traders may converge to the same marketplace, or may not choose any marketplace, or different types of traders may converge to different marketplaces. For example, we assume that traders bid truthfully, and marketplace 1 charges 0.1 registration fee and 50% profit fee, and marketplace 2 charges 0.8 registration fee and 10% profit fee. The evolutionary process of traders evolving from a specific starting point is shown in Fig. 4 . From this figure, we can see that rich traders converge to marketplace 2 which charges a higher registration fee and a lower profit fee, and poor traders converge to marketplace 1 which charges a lower registration fee and a higher profit fee. When exploring other fee systems (see Figs. 24, 25) , we still can find the similar conclusions, where depending on the initial starting points and fees, traders may converge to the same marketplace (or choose no marketplace), or different types of traders may converge to different marketplaces. Furthermore, when traders can shade their offers, we still find the similar conclusions.
Lock-in region
In the above analysis, we can see that, due to network effects, when evolving from certain starting points, traders may converge to the expensive marketplace in equilibrium (for example, in Fig. 1a , we can see that traders may converge to marketplace 2 in equilibrium). This is interesting since it means that the marketplace can charge higher fees to make more profits but still keep traders (even if the size of the basin of attraction is smaller when fees are relatively higher). In the following, we analyse this in detail. In doing so, we consider profit fees as an example. Since we consider a finite set of fees in our framework, we discretize the continuous profit fees of the marketplaces. Specifically, we discretize the continuous profit fee from 0 and 1 with a step size of 0.1. Clearly, the traders' evolution of their market selection strategies depends on two factors: the starting point and the fees charged to them. We now choose a starting point where rich traders choose marketplace 1 and 2 with probability 0.8 and 0.2 respectively, and poor traders choose marketplace 1 and 2 with probability 0.7 and 0.3 respectively (i.e. traders initially have a higher probability of choosing marketplace 1). We also assume that traders bid truthfully (in the following, we will analyse this when traders can shade their offers). Figure 5 then shows the results after we evolve the traders' market selection strategies in the competing marketplaces with different profit fees. The shaded area is what we call the "lock-in region", which shows when profit fees of marketplace 1 and 2 are within this area, traders converge to marketplace 1, even though marketplace 1 charges a higher profit fee than marketplace 2. This result shows that, the expensive marketplace can make more profits while still maintaining traders. Note that, when the profit fee of marketplace 2 is higher than 60%, marketplace 1 can no longer maintain traders if its profit fee is higher than marketplace 2, i.e. the lock-in region disappears. We find similar lock-in regions when both competing marketplaces charge registration fees, charge different types of fees, or charge combinations of profit and registration fees. Now we can see that it is possible for traders to converge to the expensive marketplace if currently traders have higher probabilities of choosing this marketplace. This result gives useful insights into a strategy for setting fees in competing marketplaces. Specifically, firstly, a marketplace should lower its fees to attract or maintain traders. After obtaining an advantageous position, the marketplace should then increase its fees higher than its opponents, while still keeping its traders since traders still have higher expected utilities in the expensive marketplace. This so-called bait-and-switch strategy has been adopted by a number of entrants in the CAT competition [25] , where initially they charge lower and even no fees to attract traders, and once they have built up a larger market share, they will charge fees to make profits, but still can maintain market share at a good level. While such a strategy is quite intuitive and Fig. 6 Relationship between the bid factor and the size of lock-in region common in many marketplaces, our analysis provides a more formal justification for it. Furthermore, we can use the strategy as an indication of the level at which the fees should be set.
We now consider how the bid factor affects the size of the lock-in region when both marketplaces only charge profit fees. First, we calculate the size of the lock-in region as the sum of the differences of two marketplaces' discretized profit fees in the lock-in region. For example, the size of the lock-in region in Fig. 5 is 1.2 . 15 We consider the same starting point as the above analysis. For the ray bidding strategy, we assume that the bid factor is in the range of 0.75-1. 16 The relationship between the bid factor and the size of the lock-in region is shown in Fig. 6 , from which, we can see that, when the bid factor decreases (i.e. traders shade more), the size of the lock-in region increases. This is because, when traders shade more, the absolute payments incurred from profit fees are smaller, and thus traders are less sensitive to profit fees, and therefore the size of the lock-in region increases. We also analyse the relationship between the bid factor and the size of the lock-in region when both competing marketplaces only charge registration fees. In contrast to the conclusion when both marketplaces only charge profit fees, we find that the bid factor cannot affect the size of the lock-in region significantly since the absolute payments incurred from registration fees are not affected by the bid factor.
So far, we assumed that traders always evolve from their current market selection strategies. Now we analyse how the lock-in region will be affected when some traders are able to explore other marketplaces randomly. We do this because, first of all, traders usually have incomplete information about other traders' market selection decisions. Thus they need to explore and try different marketplaces to obtain more information. This is also why in the Fig. 7 Relationship between the probability of randomly selecting marketplaces and the size of lock-in region CAT competition a similar strategy is used, where traders use -greedy to randomly explore marketplaces with a small probability. Secondly, in reality, not all traders are (fully) rational, i.e. they may not always choose the cheapest marketplace. Thus we consider the case where some traders randomly select marketplaces. For example, when the randomisation probability is 10%, then traders will have 90% probability of using their current market selection strategies and 10% probability of selecting each marketplace with equal probability to explore other marketplaces. For this setting, we analyse how the probability of randomisation affects the size of lock-in region. We assume that traders bid truthfully. The relationship between the randomisation probability and the size of lock-in region is shown in Fig. 7 . We can see that, when the probability of randomly selecting marketplace increases, the size of lock-in region decreases. Furthermore, when the probability of randomly selecting marketplaces is higher than 70%, the lock-in region disappears completely. 17 This means that, as exploration increases, it is more difficult for the competing marketplace to keep traders when charging higher fees even though it initially has a larger market share. 18 Thus in the environment with traders having greater probabilities to explore to search for the cheaper marketplace, the marketplace with a large market share has only a limited advantage.
Greater numbers of competing marketplaces
So far we have analysed the market selection strategies of traders in the setting with two competing marketplaces. As stated previously, this analysis is in line with all previous theoretical work which has focused on this canonical case, see Sect. 2. However, in the real world, it is often the case that more than two marketplaces compete. Now, we expect that our results will carry over to this more complex setting. Specifically, when multiple competing marketplaces only charge the same type of fees (i.e. registration or profit fees), we expect that traders will still converge to one marketplace in equilibrium. On the other hand, when multiple competing marketplaces charge different types of fees (i.e. some marketplaces charge profit fees, and others charge registration fees), we believe that traders will either converge to only one marketplace, or only two marketplaces where one charges a profit fee and the other charges a registration fee. To explore these hypotheses, we run experiments with larger numbers of marketplaces. By so doing, we find that, consistent with the previous analysis, when all marketplaces charge profit fees (or registration fees), traders will converge to one of them in equilibrium. 19 Exactly which one depends on the initial starting point and market fees. Moreover, consistent with the previous analysis, in such experiments, we also find that traders may converge to the expensive marketplace in equilibrium when this marketplace initially has a larger market share. For example, when there are three competing marketplaces where marketplaces 1, 2 and 3 charge 10, 20 and 30% profit fees respectively, and initially rich traders choose marketplaces 1, 2 and 3 with probabilities 0.1, 0.2 and 0.7, respectively, and poor traders choose marketplaces 1, 2 and 3 with probabilities 0.3, 0.2 and 0.5, respectively, the evolutionary results are shown in Fig. 8a . From the evolutionary results, we can see that eventually all traders converge to one marketplace. Specifically, in this case, traders converge to marketplace 3 which is the most expensive since initially this marketplace has a larger market share. Furthermore, when some of them charge registration fees and others charge profit fees, we find that traders either converge to one marketplace in equilibrium or the rich traders converge to the marketplace which charges a registration fee and the poor traders converge to the marketplace which charges a profit fee (multiple competing marketplaces which charge the same type of fees do not co-exist in equilibrium and only one of them can survive). For example, when there are three competing marketplaces where marketplaces 1 and 2 charge 40 and 50% profit fees respectively and marketplace 3 charges a 0.8 registration fee, and initially rich traders choose marketplaces 1, 2 and 3 with probabilities 0.15, 0.2 and 0.65, respectively, and poor traders choose marketplaces 1, 2 and 3 with probabilities 0.35, 0.25 and 0.4, respectively, the evolutionary results are shown in Fig. 8b . From this figure, we can see that eventually rich traders converge to marketplace 3 charging a registration fee, and poor traders converge to marketplace 1 charging a profit fee. We also can see that marketplaces 1 and 2 charging the same types of fees cannot co-exist, and only marketplace 1 survives. In these experiments, we assume that traders bid truthfully. However, when traders can shade their offers, we still find the similar conclusions.
Equilibrium analysis of fee strategies
In the previous section, we analysed the traders' equilibrium strategies of market selection for given fee systems. Now, given insights of the above analysis, we analyse how marketplaces should set fees to make profits. That is, we consider the Bayes-Nash equilibrium of the entire game, including the strategies of the marketplaces. As we said previously, this is a two-stage game, where in the first stage, marketplaces publish their fee structures according to their (mixed) fee strategies, and in the second stage, traders select marketplaces according to their market selection strategies, which are conditional on the fee system. However, given this complicated setting of a two-stage game with incomplete information about traders' types, it is difficult to use traditional game-theoretic methods to analyse equilibrium fee strategies. Intuitively, we can see that traders' market selection strategies and marketplaces' fee strategies will affect each other. Hence we use a co-evolutionary approach to analyse this problem. This co-evolutionary approach can capture the dynamic process of how marketplaces evolve their fee strategies to converge to equilibrium while taking into account the dynamic changes of the traders' market selection strategies. 20 In the following, before we perform the co-evolutionary analysis, we first describe the co-evolutionary process in detail. Fig. 9 The co-evolutionary process
The co-evolutionary process
In the co-evolutionary process, both competing marketplaces and traders dynamically learn to adapt their strategies to maximise their own expected utilities. This learning process is repeated until both traders and marketplaces do not change their strategies. At this moment, an equilibrium is reached. In each learning round (i.e. a co-evolutionary step), traders update their expected utilities before they evolve their market selection strategies. Now in order to calculate the expected utilities, they require information about bid and ask distributions, which, in turn, depend on the fees charged by the marketplaces as well as the traders' market selection strategies. While in Sect. 4 the bid and ask distributions were calculated for a given fee system, the strategies of the marketplaces are mixed and therefore in this case we calculate the distributions based on the composition of the marketplace strategies. However, we should note that the market selection strategies of traders are still conditional on the actual fee system announced by the marketplaces. This is important since it creates a link between the strategy composition of the marketplaces and its effect on the expected utility of the traders, enabling co-evolution to occur. 21 Now we describe the co-evolutionary process in detail (see Fig. 9 ). First, we initialise the marketplaces' fee strategies and the traders' market selection strategies. Then we calculate the initial bid distribution of buyers and ask distribution of sellers (see Eqs. 21, 22 in the following subsection). From the initial bid and ask distributions, traders calculate their expected utilities, and then evolve their market selection strategies on each possible fee system. After traders evolve their market selection strategies on each possible fee system, competing marketplaces calculate their expected utilities (which depend on the traders' conditional mixed market selection strategies) and then evolve their fee strategies. After marketplaces evolve their fee strategies, we update the bid and ask distributions of traders, and then enter the next co-evolutionary step. This co-evolutionary process proceeds until all dynamic changes of traders' market selection strategies and marketplaces' fee strategies become zero. At this moment, an equilibrium is reached.
In the following, before giving the experimental analysis in detail, we first need to derive equations to calculate the expected utilities of traders and marketplaces, and give the replicator dynamics equations.
Expected utilities of traders and marketplaces
As per Sect. 4, we consider that traders adopt ray bidding strategies and marketplaces use equilibrium matching policies to match traders. As discussed above, in the co-evolutionary process, a trader's expected utility depends on the bid and ask distributions of other traders. In Sect. 4.1, we calculated the bid and ask distributions for a given fee system. However, since the fee strategies of the marketplaces are mixed, here we consider traders' offer distributions under all allowable fee systems, and therefore need to recalculate them. The new bid and ask distributions are derived in the following way respectively. First, the probability of the bid d b submitted by a buyer in marketplace m is:
is the probability of the fee systemP appearing, and φ m (d b |P) the probability of the bid d b submitted by a buyer in marketplace m for a given fee systemP (see Eq. 6). The equations for sellers can be recalculated in the same way, which is: respectively. In addition to the traders' utilities, in this two-stage game, we also calculate the expected utility of each marketplace. Intuitively, a marketplace's expected utility not only depends on its own fee strategy, but also on fee strategies of other marketplaces and the number of different bids and asks in it. In the following, we calculate the expected utility of marketplace m given a fee strategy profileμ, and market selection strategy profiles of buyers and sellers,ω b (·) andω s (·), when traders adopt ray bidding strategies. In the first step, we need to calculate the marketplace's expected utility with a fee structure p m . In order to do this, we calculate the marketplace's expected utility when the fee system isP satisfying p m =P(m), given market selection strategy profiles of buyers and sellers,ω b (P) andω s (P). Since the marketplace's expected utility also depends on the bids and asks in this marketplace, we first 
. , x s
|D s | ∈ X s to represent the number of different asks in marketplace m. Now given the number of different bids and asks in marketplace m, marketplace m's expected utility is calculated as follows. Since marketplace m uses equilibrium matching to match traders, we first sort the bids descendingly and asks ascendingly in marketplace m, and then match high bids with low asks. Specifically, we assume that there arerepresent the transaction price, the buyer's observed profit, and the seller's observed profit respectively. These can be easily calculated. For example, for a transaction made by buyer with bid d b t and seller with ask d s t , the transaction price is
The marketplace's utility is:
where the former two parts are profits from charging registration fees to buyers and sellers respectively, and the last part is the profit from charging profit fees. Now we have obtained the marketplace's expected utility given the number of different bids and asks,x b andx s . Furthermore, the probability ofx b appearing given market selection strategy profiles of buyers and sellers in the fee systemP,ω b (P) andω s (P), is:
is the probability of a buyer submitting bid d b i in marketplace m given the fee systemP. The probability ofx s appearing is:
At this moment, we can get the marketplace's expected utility in the fee systemP:
Then the marketplace's expected utility when its fee structure is p m is as follows: (27) Then the marketplace m's expected utility with a fee strategy profileμ is:
Replicator dynamics
We now describe the replicator dynamics equations for traders and marketplaces respectively for the two-stage game. In addition to adding the replicator dynamics equations for the marketplaces, the two-stage game also requires a considerable increase in the number of equations for the traders. This is because, while in Sect. 4.2, the equations were for a given fee system, these are now conditional on the fee system, and a different population of traders evolves for each possible fee system. Specifically, when the fee system isP, the replicator dynamics equations of each type of trader are given by Eqs. 19 and 20. Since there are |P M | different fee systems, for each type of trader in each marketplace, there are |P M | replicator equations. Then in our system considering 2 types of traders (rich and poor), in total, there are |P M | × M × 2 replicator equations for traders. Now we describe replicator dynamics equations for the marketplaces. Since there are |P| allowable fee structures, for each marketplace, there are |P| replicator dynamics equations for its fee strategy. In total there are M ×|P| replicator dynamics equations for marketplaces. Specifically, marketplace m's replicator dynamics equation for fee structure p m is as follows:
whereμ m ( p m ) describes how the marketplace m changes its probability of choosing fee structure p m ,Ũ m p m , μ −m (·) is the marketplace m's expected utility of choosing fee structure p m , andŨ m (μ) is the marketplace m's overall expected utility as derived in Sect. 5.2.
Experimental results
After describing the co-evolutionary process and the replicator dynamics equations, we are ready to analyse how marketplaces evolve their fee strategies over time. Since our framework only considers a finite set of fees, specifically, we discretize the profit and registration fees from 0 to 1 with step size 0.1. In the following analysis, we assume that there are 2 competing marketplaces, and other assumptions are the same as those in Sect. 4.2. In addition, unless mentioned otherwise, we assume that traders bid truthfully. 22 We now analyse marketplaces' equilibrium fee strategies from different initial conditions. We first consider that both marketplaces can only charge the same type of fees (we choose profit fees as an example). We then extend the analysis to the case where different types of fees are allowed. 23 Two identical marketplaces initially having the same fee strategy:
First, we consider that both marketplaces only charge profit fees. Then there are 11 possible fee structures 24 for each marketplace, which implies that there are 484 replicator dynamics equations for the traders and 22 replicator dynamics equations for the two competing marketplaces. We assume that initially both marketplaces are identical. That is, they have the same probabilities of choosing each fee structure, and for each fee system, the initial probability of traders choosing marketplace 1(2) is the ratio of profit fee of marketplace 2(1) to the sum of profit fees of both competing marketplaces (this means that traders have higher initial probabilities of choosing the cheaper marketplace). Then the initial probability of traders choosing each marketplace under all possible fee systems is equal, i.e. 0.5. From this setting, we evolve the fee strategies of marketplaces and the market selection strategies of the traders. The evolutionary process of fee strategies is shown in Fig. 10 . Note that, in this case, two initially identical marketplaces have the same evolutionary process. From the figure, we can 22 The equilibrium analysis in the cases where traders shade their offers is similar. 23 In the analysis of marketplaces' fee strategies, in order to reduce the fee system space, we assume that each marketplace can only charge one type of fees. We believe that our conclusions based on this assumption are still valid in the general cases. In the future work, we would like to demonstrate this by considering that marketplaces can charge arbitrary combinations of fees. 24 see that during the evolutionary process, both marketplaces gradually set low fees with higher probability, and after 500 evolutionary steps, both marketplaces begin to converge to charge 10% profit fee. In equilibrium, we can see that both marketplaces set 10% profit fee with 100% probability. This is because two identical marketplaces have to undercut each other by decreasing fees to attract traders. Eventually, they converge to 10% profit fee, which is the minimum allowed profit fee which can guarantee positive profit for marketplaces. 25 In addition, for the traders' evolutionary process, we look at the traders' probability of choosing marketplace 1 considering all possible fee systems. In this case, the probability of traders choosing each marketplace is unchanged, which is 0.5. This shows that in a severely competitive environment, competing marketplaces have to charge the lowest fees, and even no fees, in order to keep traders. When we consider the case where traders can shade their offers, we still find that eventually marketplaces charge the minimum allowed profit fee (i.e. 10% profit fee in this setting). Furthermore, when both marketplaces initially have the same fee strategy only charging registration fees, we find that both marketplaces charge 0.1 registration fee in equilibrium.
In the previous analysis (see Sect. 4.2.2), we introduced randomisation for the traders' market selection strategies to analyse the effect of exploration and bounded rationality. Now we do the same for the above co-evolutionary setting. We also consider a big range of random exploration probability (from 0 to 100%-the extreme case), and in doing so, we find that, as the probability of traders randomly choosing marketplaces increases, in equilibrium, fees increase. For example, when we introduce 20% randomisation, then in equilibrium, both marketplaces will charge 20% profit fee. The result is shown in Fig. 11 . From this, we can see when randomisation reaches above 50%, in equilibrium, marketplaces charge very high fees. Especially, when the randomisation reaches 100%, both marketplaces charge 100% profit fee. This is because two identical competing marketplaces have the same evolutionary process, and thus they cannot attract traders from each other. When traders have probabilities of randomly choosing marketplace, both marketplaces will find that even though they charge higher fees, they still keep traders. Thus marketplaces will charge higher fees to make more profits. Two different marketplaces having an adaptive fee strategy and a fixed fee strategy respectively:
We now extend the above analysis to more general cases. In the real world, some marketplaces may adopt a fixed fee strategy, which means that they will not change fees during a specific time. To consider this situation, we now analyse how a marketplace with an adaptive fee strategy competes with a marketplace with a fixed fee strategy. As an example, we assume that marketplace 2 fixes its profit fee at 30%, and marketplace 1 evolves its fee strategy and initially marketplace 1 is slightly more expensive than marketplace 2. Therefore, marketplace 1 is slightly disadvantaged in terms of traders' probability of choosing marketplaces. The evolutionary process of the fee strategy of marketplace 1 is shown in Fig. 12a , and the dynamic changes of traders' probability of choosing marketplace 1 for this setting are shown in Fig. 12b . From these figures we can see that, initially, marketplace 1 decreases its fee (i.e. sets low fees with higher probabilities), and when it has attracted all the traders, it will increase its fee (i.e. set high fees with higher probabilities), but still keep traders. In equilibrium, marketplace 1 will charge 70% profit fee. This is because the profit fees of both competing marketplaces are within the lock-in region, and therefore marketplace 1 can keep traders even though it is more expensive. However, if in the beginning marketplace 1 is much more expensive than marketplace 2 (which means that marketplace 2 has a very large lock-in region), then even though marketplace 1 charges a very low fee, it still fails to attract traders. Therefore, if both marketplaces have similar initial fee strategies, then the marketplace using an adaptive fee strategy can beat the marketplace using a fixed fee strategy. However, when a marketplace initially has a large market share, it is difficult for a new marketplace to obtain market share, even when undercutting its competitors. We then run experiments by considering that both competing marketplaces only charge registration fees, we still find the similar results. Two different marketplaces having adaptive fee strategies:
In the above, we find that an initially disadvantaged marketplace with an adaptive fee strategy can beat the advantaged one with a fixed fee strategy. Now we consider a more complicated case where both competing marketplaces can evolve their fee strategies. We want to analyse whether the initially disadvantaged marketplace can beat the advantaged one. For example, we assume that initially marketplace 2 is slightly cheaper than marketplace 1, and thus marketplace 1 is slightly disadvantaged in terms of traders' probability of choosing marketplaces. For this setting, the evolutionary fee strategies of marketplace 1 and 2 are shown by Fig. 13a and b , and the dynamic changes of traders' probabilities of choosing marketplace 1 are shown in Fig. 13c . From these, we can see that in equilibrium, all traders converge to marketplace 1, which is initially disadvantaged. The reason is that from Fig. 13a and b, we can see that marketplace 1 decreases fees to attract traders because of its disadvantageous position in the initial state, and marketplace 2 increases fees since it has an advantageous position in the initial state. Although there exist small fluctuations for traders' probabilities of choosing marketplaces because of the fee changes of marketplace 1 and 2, eventually all traders will converge to marketplace 1. This shows that it is possible for an initial disadvantaged marketplace to beat an advantaged one by dynamically adapting its fees. We also find that once marketplace 1 attracts all traders, it will charge higher fees, around 70% profit fee, but still keep traders. However, if we again introduce randomisation with 20% random exploration probability (see Fig. 14) , we see that the behaviour of the traders' market selection changes significantly. 26 In detail, we can see that marketplace 1 tries to charge a higher profit fee, but because of random exploration, traders will migrate to marketplace 2 (the cheaper marketplace). This causes marketplace 1 to reduce its fees and traders to migrate back to this marketplace. 27 In fact, we observe that the strategies of the traders and marketplaces never converge to an equilibrium. However, by observing the overall evolutionary process, we still can see that, on average, marketplace 1 charges slightly higher fees than marketplace 2. Furthermore, when both competing marketplaces can only charge registration fees, we still find that it is possible for the initially disadvantaged marketplace to beat the initially advantaged one.
Two different marketplaces charging different types of fees:
In the above analysis, we consider the cases where marketplaces charge the same type of fees. We now analyse how marketplaces evolve their fee strategies when different types of fees are charged. We assume that marketplace 1 charges a profit fee, and marketplace 2 charges a registration fee. Note that because of different scales between registration and profit fees, we just simply assume that initially marketplaces set each possible fee with an equal probability and traders select each marketplace with an equal probability. Now the co-evolutionary results are shown in Fig. 15 . We find that traders eventually converge to the same marketplace, which is in contrast to the previous analysis that when marketplaces charge different types of fees, rich traders prefer marketplaces that charge registration fees, and poor traders prefer marketplaces that charge profit fees (see Sect. 4.2.2). In more detail, from Fig. 15c , we find that, initially, rich traders still prefer marketplace 2 charging a registration fee, and poor traders prefer marketplace 1 charging a profit fee, which is the same as the previous analysis. However, from Fig. 15b and c, we can see that when rich traders choose marketplace 2, this marketplace charges a higher registration fee, which drives rich traders to leave marketplace 2. All traders eventually converge to marketplace 1. Once all traders choose marketplace 1, from Fig. 15a , we can see marketplace 1 charges 90% profit fee, but still keeps traders. Note that when running experiments from other initial conditions, it may happen that eventually all traders converge to the marketplace charging a registration fee, and when attracting all traders, the marketplace charges a high registration fee.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a game-theoretic framework for analysing competing double auction marketplaces. Based on this framework, we then analysed the equilibrium market selection strategies for traders and fee strategies for marketplaces. We undertook the analysis under the assumptions that there are two types of traders (rich and poor), and rich buyers and rich sellers have the same learning behaviour and poor buyers and poor sellers have the same learning behaviour. Although this is clearly a simplified setting, it is in line with existing theoretical analysis in this broad area and is warranted because it sets the foundation for subsequent analysis where these restrictions can gradually be relaxed. More specifically, we first analysed the equilibrium behaviour of the traders' market selection strategies for different fee systems. By so doing, we found that in our framework, traders will converge to one marketplace in equilibrium when the same type of fees are charged. However, when different types of fees are allowed, this strong market differentiation can cause co-existence of competing marketplaces in equilibrium, where rich traders prefer the marketplaces charging registration fees, and poor traders prefer the marketplaces charging profit fees. Furthermore, we found that it is possible for a competing marketplace to keep traders even when charging high fees if it already has a large market share. However, when a small proportion of the traders randomly explore various marketplaces, it is more difficult for the expensive marketplace to keep its traders. Furthermore, we also found that when traders can shade their offers, it is easier for the expensive marketplace to keep traders when both competing marketplaces can only charge profit fees. Following this, we used a co-evolutionary approach to analyse equilibrium fee strategies of marketplaces while taking into account the dynamic changes of the traders' market selection strategies. In doing so, we found that, when both competing marketplaces are identical, they will charge the minimal fee which can guarantee positive market profits and traders select them with equal probability in equilibrium. Furthermore, we found that by evolving the fee strategy, an initially disadvantaged marketplace can beat an initially advantaged one with a fixed strategy, or even also with an evolving fee strategy. We also showed that, when introducing random exploration, the strategies of the traders and marketplaces will not always converge, but the fees and movement of traders keep fluctuating. In addition, when different types of fees are allowed, different types of traders will prefer different marketplaces in the initial evolutionary steps. However, as the evolutionary process proceeds, eventually all traders will converge to one marketplace, and then this marketplace charges a high fee. When taken together, the insights of our work will be useful to help to understand how traders select a marketplace, and help to design a fee strategy for a competing marketplace. Specifically, they can be used by entrants to design and analyse key facets of competing marketplaces for the CAT competition and by enterprises running marketplaces to set fees in real-world economic activity.
There are still a number of avenues for future work. First, in this paper, we assume that traders use ray bidding strategy with fixed bid factors. While this offers important insights into the fundamental nature of behaviour, we would like to see how traders evolve their ray bidding strategies. In doing so, we are interested in analysing how market fees affect traders' equilibrium bidding strategies and how marketplaces set fees when traders adopt equilibrium bidding strategies. Second, in addition to considering ray bidding strategies, we also would like to extend our framework in order to incorporate more advanced bidding strategies to determine whether the same broad sets of behaviour are observed. Third, at present, our theoretical analysis is limited to two types of traders. In the future, we would like to extend our analysis to the case with more trader types and larger numbers of marketplaces. This will enable us to model a wider range of real-world phenomena. Finally, at present, we have assumed that the competing marketplaces use the same matching technology (i.e. they all use the equilibrium matching policy). However, in practice, they may use different technologies, as we see in the CAT competition, and we intend to analyse this using a similar approach as we have done in this paper.
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A Additional experiments
In this appendix we present additional experimental results for those in Sect. 4.2.2 by considering different starting points and different possible fee systems. We omit them from the main text because they provide no new insights, but are nevertheless useful in providing further support for the claims in Sect. 4.2.2. Specifically, we show results with all fee systems, where we discretize the profit and registration fees from 0 to 1 with step size 0.1. For these settings we show the probability of traders choosing each marketplace in equilibrium. In more detail, for a given fee system, traders evolve from different starting points, from which we can obtain the basin of attraction to each equilibrium. As we mentioned in Sect. 4.2.1, given the assumption that each starting point is selected by traders with an equal probability, the size of the basin can be used as an indicator of the probability of traders converging to that equilibrium [37] . By approximating the size of each basin, we can estimate the probability of traders converging to each equilibrium. In the following figures, we use different gray levels to indicate the probability of traders choosing each marketplace in equilibrium (the darker, the higher the probability of traders choosing the marketplace indicated in the figure).
A.1 Both marketplaces only charging profit fees:
Firstly, we present additional experimental results in the case where both marketplaces only charge profit fees. For this setting we show the probability of traders choosing each marketplace in equilibrium in different combinations of profit fees (see Fig. 16 for traders bidding truthfully and Fig. 17 for traders shading offers) . Note that in this case the probability of rich traders choosing each marketplace in equilibrium is the same as that of poor traders. From these experiments, we still find that traders always converge to the same marketplace in equilibrium. Furthermore, comparing Fig. 16 with . 18 The probability of rich traders choosing each marketplace in equilibrium a b = a s = 1. a The probability of choosing marketplace 1. b The probability of choosing marketplace 2 a slightly higher probability of choosing the expensive marketplace when traders can shade their offers than when traders bid truthfully. All of these conclusions are consistent with our previous claims made from Fig. 1a and b.
A.2 Both marketplaces only charging registration fees:
We now show the additional experimental results in the case where both marketplaces only charge registration fees. We consider different combinations of registration fees, and show the results in Figs. 18 and 19 where traders bid truthfully. In this case the probabilities of rich and poor traders choosing each marketplace in equilibrium are different. From these experiments, we still find that in equilibrium, traders always converge to the same marketplace, or no marketplace. Note that both rich and poor traders have a very small probability of choosing no marketplace when registration fees in both marketplaces are high. However, the probability is so small that it cannot be visualised. Therefore we omit them. These results are consistent with our previous claims made from Fig. 2a and b . Note that when traders can shade their offers, these results are not affected significantly since the absolute payments incurred from registration fees are not affected by shading. Therefore, we do not show the results in this case. Fig. 3a and b . In more detail, comparing Fig. 20 with Fig. 21 , we can see that rich traders have a higher probability of choosing marketplace 2 charging a registration fee, and poor traders have a higher probability of choosing marketplace 1 charging a profit fee. Furthermore, by comparing Figs. 20 and 22, and comparing Figs. 21 and 23, we also can see that when traders can shade their offers, the probability of traders converging marketplace 1 charging a profit fee is increased since the payments incurred by profit fees are reduced.
A.4 Both marketplaces charging combinations of registration and profit fees:
Finally, we show the additional experimental results in the case where both marketplaces can charge combinations of registration and profit fees. Here we discretize registration and profit fees from 0 to 1 with step size 0.2, instead of 0.1, in order to reduce the fee system space. The results for different combinations of these fees are shown in Figs. 24 and 25. We still find the same conclusions as those made in Fig. 4 , where we can see that different types of traders may converge to different marketplaces in equilibrium, and when both marketplaces charge high fees, traders may choose to visit no marketplace. 25 The probability of poor traders choosing each marketplace in equilibrium a b = a s = 1. RF = Registration Fee; PF = Profit Fee. a The probability of choosing marketplace 1. b The probability of choosing marketplace 2. c The probability of choosing no marketplace
